Hay Al Sharooq International School
Sur, The Sultanate of Oman
We are pleased to be able to share with you the exciting opportunity to join an outstanding International school in
Sur, Oman. The school has a large percentage of British and other International teachers, and a highly professional
leadership team which delivers a modern international standard British education model. We are seeking passionate
and committed teachers with varying levels of experience to join our expanding team in Sur. Successful candidates
will enjoy the rewards of developing this exciting new facility in a historic and culturally rich Omani city just 2 hours
from Muscat, on the beautiful Arabian Sea coast.
Hay Al Sharooq International School (HASIS), is fully owned and operated by Oman Liquefied Natural Gas LLC
(OLNG). The school opened its doors in 2002 and, from a modest student population of 50 students in its first year of
operation, the numbers have steadily grown to 700 students. The OLNG Company in partnership with Al Najah
Education, a leading international consortium with 48 schools and nurseries in its rapidly growing British overseas
education portfolio, are committed to providing a first class and leading education model that will set standards
across the country.

The partners have worked closely with expert international education advisors to develop a beacon of education
excellence in this rapidly developing and expanding schools program in the Sultanate of Oman. The school is a 21st
century carbon neutral facility with the latest technology which has been expertly designed and managed to deliver
an outstanding education to its students. The new school has a capacity of 1200 and has been modelled to allow
further expansion in the future.

The ancient city of Sur

The city of Sur is one of the ancient Omani cities. It is a city that has played a prominent and distinguished
role in maritime commercial activity across the Indian Ocean, the Arabian Sea and the Sea of Oman,
forming a business and cultural bridge between the Arabian Peninsula, India, South East Asia and Africa.
Sur Port is amongst the oldest ports, where traditional sailing vessels are still built today. It is the most
easterly city in Arabia and the first one to witness sunrise in this part of the world. This wilaya has a number
of famous ancient monuments, including Bilad Sur Castle, As Sinaysilah Castle, Al `Ayjah Castle, Fanar
Ras Al Meel and Ras Al Hadd Castle. It also has a number of valleys, the most prominent being Wadi Shab
and Wadi Tiwi, in addition to Ras Al Hadd where the Turtle Sanctuary at Ras Al Jinz lies. There are rapidly
developing modern amenities which will satisfy all of your needs and in addition to this, the cost of living in
comparison to Muscat is far more reasonable. Famous for cuisine there are many amazing restaurants
where local dishes and stunning fresh seafood is served. This is all whilst enjoying an outdoor experience
and the atmosphere of warm Arabian evenings. Shopping is another area where there has been rapid
recent development. Recently a huge modern shopping mall and other supermarkets have opened with
every need accounted for.

The OLNG staff club and other benefits

As a valued member of staff at the school we are committed to ensuring that all of your needs are catered
for. We strive to ensure that from the point of offer to your first lesson, you are assisted and guided in
everything that is connected with a move abroad practically and legally. We have an expert team of HR
specialists and resettlement officers that will ensure that you are organised and that you transition
smoothly, without worry to the school. British and overseas staff are part of this process so all of the
questions or concerns that you may have are considered very carefully.
Once at the school and in your accommodation, whatever your preference may be, you will become a
member of the OLNG staff club where you will enjoy luxurious country club style facilities which include a
gym, swimming pools, an outstanding restaurant and a bar which are both generously subsidised by the
company. Prospective staff with children can expect access to outstanding education in all phases in line
with British curriculum standards along with nursery provision within HASIS.

Thank you for taking the time to read through this resource and if successful I look forward to meeting you
in Sur and welcoming you on this rewarding journey.

Lee Moors
Al Najah Transition Project Manager HASIS

